Essay 6- The Silence Of Jesus by James Breech

The following is an outline of Breech’s basic points on the 8 core sayings and 12 core parables of the authentic Jesus. Breech assumes the readers are familiar with Jesus Seminar research and the fact that there was a historical Jesus who differs significantly from the Christian Christ. Early Christians created the Christ out of Jesus in an attempt to explain the life and message of Jesus and in an effort to use Jesus to their own advantage in the various power struggles that took place among the early Christian groups. This led to re-interpretation of Jesus’ actual sayings and deeds. It also resulted in the addition of later material that was not original with Jesus. This added material has distorted the teaching of the historical person.

Breech develops this background for his book- we all hold an unconscious orientation toward life, a fundamental world attitude that either affirms reality or is hostile to life. At a more conscious level we may hold intentions (pity, humanitarianism, altruism, a focus on the inner life) which are masks for the deeper forces that drive us. For instance, pity needs the suffering of another to be active. It is then a life-hating thing at heart. 

Breech also treats the issue of love which is a prominent theme associated with Jesus. He says that real love of others requires hard work, tenacity and sometimes heroic sacrifice. He will develop this issue of what is real love all the way through his book, just as he will interject other themes at times in an ongoing development.

Key to his argument is the need to embrace or engage life as it is in reality or the actual. There is pain, conflict, and alienation in life and relationships. This leads to his argument that we should not be discontented with the actual but affirm the real world and real people in their otherness without taking refuge in otherworldliness, self-hatred or inwardness. He claims Jesus makes this point in his stories.

Then he moves to the John/Jesus relationship and argues that Jesus did not subordinate others like John even though he did not follow John’s ascetic practice or message. 

Central to Jesus’ practice was that he ate with nonconformers or outsiders. He was not part of the rule governed ingroup. He refused to submit to the rules that controlled the activities of the ingroup. This is key to his vision of authentic human life. Jesus and John and the characters in his parables lived differently- they were human in a different way. And those of the ingroup living under the rules denigrated these who lived as free persons.

Jesus and John acted freely and so were hated by those who submitted to group control. Their freedom elicited hostility, hate and violence as their freedom contrasted with others submission to tribal control and threatened their very identity which was rooted in their submission to that group.

Breech then introduces Jesus’ vision of the kingdom of God with is the central theme of his teaching. Jesus did not see the kingdom in terms of coming judgment or repentance which is how Matthew and Luke interpreted his material.

Breech then introduces another core theme of Jesus as freedom to live as a unique or particular human being. Jesus did not associate the kingdom with political or social events but rather with individuals- free individuals. The kingdom was power to live as humans free of tribal controls. This kingdom was not transformation of the world or ending of the world. It was a power (personal/Father) which enables us to be free persons. It is manifest in our activity as free persons and even ‘demons’ (those forces which act to undermine or destroy life as human) cannot ultimately conquer this freedom. So the power of the kingdom is for being human as free persons, not controlled, dominated or destroyed.

Then Breech offers a variety of further clarifying elements to develop this vision of Jesus regarding the kingdom. We receive the kingdom or this power as children. This is not about innocence or ignorance or powerlessness but about not calculating or considering what is owing. We don’t second guess our actions or check results of our actions in order to evaluate them (comparing, calculating). This calculating, comparing attitude shows a lack of confidence and is evidence that people are living out of an attitude of holding. And yes, some of Breech’s wording and phrasing is unnecessarily obfuscating- it doesn’t connect well with conventional thinking and that may be purposeful in order to break us free of the conventional. So suffer it.

The kingdom of God is distinguished by free giving and free receiving. People give or accept presents with no calculation of compensation or commerce. This giving and receiving is full of uncertainty, surprise, and risk. 

So the kingdom is grounded in the real and oriented to the highest possibilities for fulfilling human existence. It expects more of people and holds out the possibility for greatness. The ingroup people hold their identity as members of a group and are not fit for uncertainty and risks of being human. They give in to the impulse to detract and even manifest violence toward the free people who refuse to submit to their system.

The kingdom also has nothing to do with eye for eye response. The power of this kingdom enables people to overcome the impulse to keep score of wrongs. People in real life do injure one another and keep score of wrongs. We need to overcome this impulse for hate and revenge.

Breech often returns to this core theme that we need to learn to respond to the freedom of others, not with hate but with free and voluntary engagement of the freedom of the other. He argues this capacity to engage voluntarily the freedom of another is the exception, not the rule in human experience. There is conflict inherent in engaging the freedom of others but we need to be open to the highest possibilities for human existence.

Open engagement (relationship or group activity) evokes potential crisis what with all the little annoying peculiarities of others. When we relate with others negative impulses may be evoked. Then forgiveness is required. When we eat and drink together and have nothing to gain from one another then it is easy to disturb one another and to restrict one another’s freedom and to provoke irritation. We may take offence at the actual.

Then we discover that love of neighbor is hard work, and requires tenacity. It involves learning to affirm the actual other whether his table manners are graceful or ungraceful, his conversation if boring or not, his habits are mannerly or ill mannered.

So the kingdom does not shield us from the shocks and surprises of human life but exposes us in a most acute way to human evil and violence. But kingdom power enables us to be free and overcome our negative impulses and to be active in the face of overwhelming deprivation. To be in this power is the way to life.

In this kingdom vision there is no evidence of reward or punishment to compensate for apparent deficiencies in life. There is no promise of heaven to counter loss. And Jesus didn’t work out the implications of kingdom behavior and thereby set people at ease about what it means for them. He didn’t work out ethics for people. He didn’t tell anyone how to live. His parables just describe what people do. They are about specific people and describe only what is externally observable (actions) and what is audible. He does not make any judgments or clarify secret motivations except what people say about themselves.

What people do is what they are. So there are no value judgments, only detached descriptions of behavior. Also, there are no references to any system of valuation by which to judge the behavior of the actors in the parables. There is no reference to law or moral systems, not even to any ideal of man against which to judge actions. Just a sharp focus on what people do.

Further, Jesus did not correct the defective concepts of others. 

Now, there is no neutral awareness on our part. The knowledge that we derive from our own experiences leads us to impose a pattern on life that often falsifies. One person will see the worst in life and impose this pattern on all and argue that his view is randomly sampled. Another will see the best in life and this may also distort reality.

Breech then moves to his defining point about the Jesus material that it points to all things counter, original, spare and strange. And he asks- is it possible to observe the varied activities, pursuits and concerns of people in their newness without imposing patterns on them from our own knowledge/experience? Actual human life is new every moment.

Breech then engages the sayings and parables of Jesus. Each parable describes a particular person and what they did. None of these people are typical or behave in a way that everyone else would behave if they were in the same situations. Each remains outside of standard categories and each remains strange, retaining an individuality that is not reducible to general categories. None presents an ideal model of behavior or acts in a way that one should act in such a situation.

And the meaning of each one’s activity differs completely from the other. Each situation and each response differs completely from the other. They emerge as free persons who do not just use things for the purposes which appear to be dictated by the situation.

Conventional teachers (Epicurus is given as an example) expect their adherents to think and behave as the teacher instructs. And too many people have no interest in the concrete particularities of persons, of all that renders them other than oneself. Most find pleasure with people who think and act like oneself. The otherness of particular people threatens to disturb one’s complacency and restrict one’s freedom

Jesus’ parables reveal the reality of unique people in terms of their activities in relationship with others and with things. They reveal their freedom in these relationships. They open us to the possibilities of life. They show individuals who act in completely idiosyncratic ways.

Then Breech returns to our fundamental orientation toward life. There is despair as one fundamental orientation toward existence. It is based on the feeling that death is the ultimate reality so there is no point in striving for higher possibilities. The other orientation is ecstasy which is not locked in on one’s self. It apprehends the superabundance of the actual. 

The people in the parables show that their surprising behavior points to meaning beyond the everyday. The everyday appears predictable only to a consciousness that imposes regularizing patterns. Jesus’ parables force us to focus on human actions and not to look beyond these actions or impose categories on them. 

Each person in the parables has an idiosyncrasy. Each challenges the complacency of those who are indifferent or insensible to what men and women do. They challenge those who regularize the everyday by imposing the normalizing patterns of their experience on life or on others. These parables restore the reality of particular individuals. They restore persons to consciousness of the superabundant reality which engenders personal life.

Without appealing to either the profoundly human or the satanic and without appealing to the aesthetic, they succeed in representing the reality of particular human beings in their actuality. 

The parables also reflect a world attitude that has the capacity for delighting in all mortal things, for delighting in those who playfully express the vitality of personal being. 

Jesus’ sense of the reality of human being, or his vision of this, was that the depths of human reality was complex and enigmatic. This was the nature of life in the personal mode (living in story).

His parables are structured to create expectations, some of which are realized and some which are not. Note the rich man (Luke 16) and his steward who squandered his wealth. It is about the issue of trust between people. This trust was broken. The steward when caught then acted in self-interest. His mode of being human is familiar. And it is deficient.

Breech argues that in this parable Jesus taught that to be human we must live out of commitment to someone or something beyond ourselves. We ought not be anxious about self-preservation but should be conscious of the fullness of life.

The rich man trusts people even after being robbed by his steward. He appears vulnerable, even foolish to people who distrust others and detest them. But the rich man was concerned with the human relationship and so dismissed the steward because the trust had been lost.

These parables are not as Luke interprets them about the spread of Christianity or final judgment (Matthew).

The guests invited to the banquet (Luke 14 and Matthew 22)- these parables open up many new possibilities. All the invited guests refuse. The host could get ugly here and become vengeful. But this parable is about a specific man who does not become an example or a type. Each main actor in the parables is characterized by complete particularity. These parables are not abut how one should or should not behave. They function to disclose the everyday world, stimulating observation of the incongruous and often perplexing dimension of the personal.

The host is vulnerable, he has hopes and expectations and opens himself to relationship with other people who have their own plans and concerns. When disappointed the host does not react with vengeance but shows he is a free man. Inspired, he transcends the situation where most would have reacted with resentment. Ordinarily, this situation would provoke a mean response. But the host was oriented to someone or something outside of himself. He was liberated from desire and was able to transcend the injuries received from being open to actual others. He was detached from the natural and transcended the normal responses dictated by the situation.

So both the rich man and the host acted in ways that transcended their situations. They were free. And both were oriented to others. This orientation was complicated and challenged by the unexpected and they could have reacted with revenge, retaliation, self-protection or indifference, all normal human responses. But each transcended the normal. They did not allow themselves to feel victimized or helpless but instead exhibited creativity and imagination.

You can’t categorize these people in terms of the normal. They are unfamiliar, other.

Here Breech interjects again about the meaning of love in regard to Jesus. Love does not mean having nice feelings about others, nor feeling in union with them. The parables do not treat the world in typicalness but in particularity. And there is no need to flee others or ourselves in dealing with this particularity. Jesus allows others to be different and he is confident in his own particularity. His love was oriented to the actual other.

Also there is no system of valuation here, no examples or types to follow.

Owner of the vineyard (Matt. 20, Mark 10)- here is another who acts according to his own understanding of things. He went out at different times during the day to visit the marketplace where he found men standing around. He told them to go work in his vineyard. At the end of the day he paid them all the same wages regardless of how many hours they worked. This naturally upset those who had worked the longest even though they had agreed beforehand on their wages. 

Now the owner acts on his own sense of right. So he claims he has honored his word and there is nothing wrong in giving away what he owns. He knows his actions are good.

His good actions toward the late coming workers has made the earlier workers resentful. They respond selfishly to his good. They could not see the value of his goodness toward the latecomers but only how they felt about how his actions affected them. So they devalued his goodness. They were responding like ingroup members governed by rules and devalued those who would not submit to the system.

They should have seen his generosity and not only how it affected them. They only valued things and people in terms of how that affected how they felt. In this situation they evaluated things in terms of money and what they earned in comparison with others. This is how they established a sense of who they were. They wanted the owner to be controlled by the same system that controlled them- equal wages for equal work (eye for eye). They wanted all to play by the same rules. 

The owner acted outside of this and knew that his actions were good. They were not oriented to self-preservation or exploiting others. The grumblers on the other hand didn’t want bonds between people to govern actions. They wanted systems to control actions.

So the owner’s life is different. He transcends ‘normal’ human response. He is a free person. This story exposes those fundamental attitudes which govern words and actions. It exposes those worldviews which shape the different ways of being human.

The Good Samaritan (Luke 10). This is about relationships between people and the issues in these relationships.

Once again Breech summarizes that the kingdom was a new mode of being human that people were hostile toward. They saw being human as being a member of a specific group that was governed by rules- the tribal mode.

But there are different perceptions of what it means to be human. The personal mode Breech details is full of shifts and surprises and deprivations. There are creative and destructive ways to respond.

In regard to the Good Samaritan parable Breech notes that death and suffering to not drain life of meaning. Survival is not the highest good. He says that suffering, violence and death are not ultimate realities. They do not make life meaningless. They do not undermine the endeavor to live as human.

Many people avoid death and misery because they see it as ultimate. The first two men in the parable do this. And Jesus recognized the presence of evil in human experience but he did not respond to it as the final possibility. This led his characters to act contrary to the agents of destruction. They recognized evil and opposed it. They realized they might not defeat it or eliminate its destructiveness. But they  transcended this and acted out creative possibilities. 

We all have the option to act contrary to the power of destruction. We need not avoid or submit to it. Just as the third man who passed by did not avoid it even though the man he helped may have eventually died.

So we transcend those things which normally determine situations- avoiding or submitting. Things may not turn out well but we act as those free of the normal or expected. We act out of confidence in life, we act out of our awareness of abundance. Caring or helping is not the primary motivation here.

Breech elaborates that there is a superabundant power behind life and we live out of this. This is the ultimate force, not evil. Life is not deficient and suffering or death are not ultimate. Therefore, survival is not the dominant criteria for judging situations. We give free expression to our confidence in the abundance and vigor of life aside from the question of success or survival.

Just as some apprehend the beauty and love in life and let this determine their attitude. They glorify life and don’t view it in terms of injustices. They apprehend the superabundance in situations. And there is this actual superabundance- the power that sustains us in the personal mode.

So Jesus pays attention to the words and actions of real people engaging other people.

Prodigal son (Luke 15)- the selfish younger son. The father responds in a way that does not follow expectations. He lets spontaneous affection dominate. He exhibits freedom from the normal human response that was apparently dictated by the situation.

Here Breech turns again to the meaning of love. Luke’s interpretation of love as uncritical, unconditional acceptance of others has shaped Western attitudes. This view is at odds with Jesus. Luke’s love is unwillingness to see things as they are. It is love rooted in hate of the actual. Luke has shaped a story with ideas of love and forgiveness that mask hate.

Love is voluntary engagement with the freedom of another. It sees others as they are and grasps their otherness. This discriminating awareness is not mutually exclusive to love. It can set conditions on relationships with others.

Human relationships are complex. The father is not controlled by the manipulations of his younger son. He is also not controlled by the caring attachment of the elder son. Jesus is disclosing what it means to be a particular person. He sets people apart from others and takes no offence at the actual, at what is real or different. He sees what happens in human life and sees people who stand apart in freedom from the tribal group.

There is so much more detail on these things in Breech. The following comments by Breech summarize the method of Jesus- the parables do not point to history. There are no stories of political events, class struggle, social issues or concerns of groups of people as groups. No one mode of behavior is recommended over any other. There are no principles set forth to lead your life by. There are no ideals or laws. There is nothing supernatural. Only a focus on specific human beings. Each is described in their own particularity. They are not seen as types or examples. They are not described in terms of categories. They are not dealt with as members of groups, or representative of a social class.

Jesus does not correct defective concepts. He does not react to religion. There is nothing of great humanity or demonic evil. He is just oriented to directing awareness to human beings who in their own unique way live out their lives. It is about the counter, strange, original and spare.

There is no view of fleeing reality. He does not instruct others on how to find meaning. He directs attention to actual people as they are and helps us see their otherness. There is no focus on the grotesque, maimed, insane or enslaved. Nor is there focus on the aesthetic alone. Just on people living their lives. His attention was on the particular. Most people see regular patterns. Science is built on this viewpoint of discovering patterns. Hence we have a focus on the destructive- on disease, and illness. Our thinking is oriented to death and destruction. Note this in modern movie making.

We need to develop a consciousness of life and the new in each moment. Break the grip of seeing the destructive. We need to see the superabundant power which engenders all that is counter, strange, original and spare. This power enables us to engage the freedom of the actual other.



